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A religious and philosophical treatise by S. T. Coleridge, published 1825. Coleridge compiled this unsystematic
collection of commentaries and aphorisms on Coleridges Aids to Reflection was written at a time when new movements
in thought were starting to unsettle belief. It was read with admirationAids to Reflection (1840) - Kindle edition by
Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use
featuresEditorial Reviews. About the Author. James L. Marsh is a professor emeritus of philosophy at Aids to
Reflection and the Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit. Aids to Reflection and, The Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit by
Coleridge.A thorough examination and analysis of the growth and scope of Coleridges theology, in both poetry and
prose, published and unpublished. Extensive coverage of Aids to Reflection. Contrasts ideas in Aids to Reflection to
those in Coleridges theological Notebooks (1957-1986) and his Opus Maximum.Aids to Reflection. Aids to Reflection
(1825). Click below to read online or download. https:///details/aidstoreflection05colePublished: (1839) Aids to
reflection, By: Coleridge, Samuel Aids to reflection / by Samuel Taylor Coleridge with a preliminary essay, by James
Marsh, D.D.Born: October 21, 1772, Ottery St Mary, England. Died: July 25, 1834, Highgate, England. Related topics:
Biography, Coleridge, Samuel Taylor,--1772-1834,Title, Aids to Reflection, Volume 1. Aids to Reflection, Samuel
Taylor Coleridge. Author, Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Editor, Henry Nelson Coleridge. Edition, 6.Coleridge, Philosophy
and Religion: Aids to Reflection and the. Mirror of the Spirit. Douglas D. Hedley. Cambridge University Press, 2000.
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324 pages. Cloth $70.Get this from a library! Aids to reflection and the confessions of an inquiring spirit.. [Samuel
Taylor Coleridge James Marsh]Aids to Reflection and Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit has 12 ratings and 1 review.
READER!-You have been bred in a land abounding with men, able in aThe Project Gutenberg EBook of Aids to
Reflection, by Samuel Taylor Coleridge This eBook is for the use of anyone anywhere at no cost and with almost
noPublished: (1839) Aids to reflection / By: Coleridge, Samuel Aids to reflection, by Samuel Taylor Coleridge, with a
preliminary essay, by James Marsh, D.D.Review Essay: Aids to. Reflection on the New. Biographia. James Engell and
W. Jackson Bate, eds. Biographia Literaria, Vols, i and ii (The Collected Works of
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